Overlooked and unanswered nomenclatural observations from 30 years ago, mostly based on perceived shortcomings in the Check-list of Birds of the World by J. L. Peters and his successors, are examined. Many are rebutted, a number endorsed and recommended.
Introduction
G. N. Kashin published three papers on avian nomenclature, in Russian, from 1978 to 1982. These have been largely ignored due primarily to difficulties in both distribution and translation, but they should not have been because they contain a variety of proposed corrections, mainly to generic names in those volumes of the Check-list of Birds of the World by J. L. Peters and his successors published prior to 1978.
Here we examine and confirm or reject Kashin's conclusions on matters of simple priority, of homonymy and of authorship.
Kashin dealt with the content of the volumes from the Check-list in the order in which they appeared in each volume; we retain his sequence but rather than mention Kashin in every paragraph we have sometimes left it to the reader to infer that 'he' refers to Kashin or that we otherwise refer to him. In general we accept Kashin's views unless we say otherwise.
Kashin's 1978 paper
Peters Vol. I.
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